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After a multi-year process which started way back at E3 2012 and culminated with the announcement of FIFA
13 in 2013, it's been two years since players first experienced FIFA 14 during its reveal at the Paris Games
Week. The technology and innovation introduced in FIFA 13 since then has been impressive, with its use of

motion capture and AI to intelligently predict and react to every possible scenario. It's been fascinating to see
the technology progress from the early days of FIFA 13 to the present. Until FIFA 20, the innovation of FIFA 13
was a constant: every single facet of the game—tactics, menus, formations, reverts, substitutions, player stats

and team AI—were all developed and fine-tuned through EA's Frostbite Engine. Now, FIFA is about to move
from that single engine to a completely new technology—one which uses data collected from real-life, motion-

capture data of top footballers. EA's new year-old action/football/futbol/Association football/sports game will not
only introduce the HyperMotion engine, but also a new, improved Near-Stadium Physics, AI and a redesigned
Visuals Engine, The following is a breakdown of all of those new features. FIFA 20 will be released on October

27th. FIFA 20 New Engine: HyperMotion The most important change that FIFA 20 makes to the technology
powering the game is that it introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected
from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The data

collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 20 gameplay.
The FIFA 20 engine will use the latest versions of the EA Sports Data Services, run by the fan company

FIFASOFT, to collect data. The fan network relies on 38 Sony PlayStation and 33 Microsoft Xbox One sensors,
and it will be collected over a number of matches in the case of FIFA 20, including some at the FIFA World Cup

Russia 2018. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to
power FIFA 20 gameplay. The data will be collected in two different ways. The default capture mode is set to

"full player," where sensors will measure a player's movement and tackle, and the sensor data will be
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processed into usable data. For the game to be

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Dynamic Transfer Market lets you buy players that are available in the near future.
“Best kick” feature for goalkeepers which will automatically save your best kick of the day.
Create tactics and shape your ideal line-up by creating your own superstars and legends.
Re-engineered player camera system allows for more realistic gameplay movement.
New ball physics and weight.
Improved real-time pitch-by-pitch, surface and weather reflection effects.
Console and PC legends like Ronaldo, Zidane and Maradona have been included in the game.
Improved ball agent AI to better read challenging situations.
Every stadium has its own theme & unique player animations.
FIFA Soccer is now available in 16 languages – English, German, French, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese,
Russian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Finnish, Norwegian, Swedish, Turkish and
Polish. We’re working on bringing FIFA 22 to more regions in the future.

How to play:
Gameplay mode is available in Fifa 22. Easy match difficulty setting has been introduced for beginner players
to create and retain fun, not chaotic matches. This option will allow you to select one of four options – Easy,

Normal, Pro and Legendary.

New gameplay enhancements have been added to assist in comparisons.
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